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ABSTRACT 

Proper design has become a critical element needed to engage website and mobile application users. However, little research has been conducted to define the 

specific elements used in effective website and mobile application design. We attempt to review and consolidate research on effective design and to define a short 

list of elements frequently used in research. As it has become a high in demand and hot topic, working in this field will always bring great extent of business and 

has its own great pace of growth. Hence, with our website we hit the topic in our best possible way. We provide one stop solution to our customer needs saving 

their time, money, and their requirements are filled respectively. It is one of the essential applications of e-commerce, with the help of internet and online security 

enhancement the consumers are shifting on this field and hence the needs for satisfying the consumer needs with a better technology are evolving in every 

possible way. The design of this system includes system interface design and database design. This inflicts a positive influence on the economy of India 

 

INTRODUCTION 

We know that your money is precious and has to be invested carefully to get maximum returns. We make this possible by bringing you technology 

driven solutions that enable you to invest at a lower cost. We empower you with information to take right decisions at the right time. Our simple and 

easy-to-use interface is aimed at waking up the investor in you. Get a comprehensive report comprising of stock evaluation, new trading ideas and 

various industry trends The Digital Investor of the future! 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

It is our firm belief that inclusion in the capital markets can be achieved via affordable and institutional professional systems hinging on transparency 

and reliability We aim to redefine customer experience by offering them world-class products and top-notch servicing standards. Through our products 

and services, we aim to empower you so that you can make informed choices. We thrive in the unique capabilities of our workforce and strive to build 

an enriching workplace where value is generated for all. 

We provide you with all the required information you need in order to track the stock performance, study its shareholding patterns, skim through the 

screeners they’ve appeared in, and much more. 

We enable data organization with the help of Financial, Heat and Scatter maps that help you consolidate,decipher and analyze extensive real-time 

market information in easy-to-interpret color-coded results. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Let data guide you get systematic generated ratings and recommendations based upon market data and statistics on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the 

most favorable rating Stay updated with the trends Keep track of the company's performance through weekly score calculations and daily updates on 

relevant data points Simple and quick evaluation Automated text generation which highlights noteworthy data for quick review of company's 

performance Know the peers Compares a company's key metrics to those of its 10 closest peers providing a contextual baseline It recommends stocks 

for investment based on a set of rules - free from human intervention or human bias, in the world of investing - it is called "Smart Beta". Trade Insta 

adopts the time-tested and proven rules for investing in stocks. it scans all types of stocks to pick Winners: Value stocks, Quality stocks, High 

Momentum stocks, Growth stocks. 

It enhances the process of investment selection for financial professionals by simplifying the process of evaluating stocks. It provides in-depth analysis 

of key trends in earnings, fundamentals, relative valuation, price momentum and risk. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The website is being developed on windows operating system and is available on desktop systems having windows operating 

system initially as well as on handsets Hardware Configuration Processor : 

Pentium III 630MHz RAM : 128 MB 

Hard Disk : 20GB Software Configuration 

Operating System :Windows NT, Windows 98, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 Language : Java 2 Runtime Environment, python 3.0 

Database : MySQL 

The main limitation of this project is that at currently there is no payment gateway option available in this web application. 

There is not currently an android application or iOS application to use this currently it is solemnly a web application which 

can only run on the browsers thus it requires a web browser to run this application. 

The database of this application is limited. 

This web application is not monetized yet and so no revenue would be generated through it. 

No advertisements are currently present for our web application 

 

RESULT DISCUSSIONS 

As it can be grasped in the figure given underneath, one side its demonstrations the forecast counter spread of the company future prices, and additional 

figure demonstrations the graph of the company at that particular time of year in terms to the forecast and it can be detected that much of the outcomes 

are precise. As it can be perceived that the data spread is habitually saying buy the stock, it can be incorrect on the hold condition because the teaching 

data will never be perfectly stable ever, so supposedly if the model forecast buy then this would be 1722 correct out of 4527 which is still good and 

actually a better score than it attained, and it still is getting the above accuracy mark of 33% which is decent in a stock market analysis. Many situations 

will static be there which machines can miss out, supposedly this has circumstances to buy, sell, hold and sometimes the model can be penalized, say 

the model predictable a 2% rise in the following seven days, but the growth only went up to 1.5% and departed 2% the next day, then the model will 

forecast (buy, hold) rendering to the 1.5% rise in the seven days and give the predictable spread. A model can also be penalized if supposedly the 

growth went 2% up and then suddenly falls 2% short the next day, this sort of outcomes in real trading would be thoughtful and same goes for the 

classical of it turns out to be highly precise. Now observing at the spread and the graph of the company notice around the era of 2017 the company was 

growing in the market so therefore there were actually more buys, which rapidly fallen in 2018, but the data we mined was till 31, December 2017 and 

it displays that at the starting of the year it had lot of buys, hence 1722 out of 4527 which speedily was sold just in a tiny time hence a lot of sells more 

than the holds, giving 1424 out 4527, the model may not be perfectly accurate but has a very close range of decisions which can be accepted in real 

trading or using algorithms to trade 

 

CONCLUSION 

Hereby, it can be proposed that no trading algorithm can be 100% effective, not only 100%, it will typically never be close to 70% but to attain even an 

accuracy of 40% or 35% is still good sufficient to get a good forecast spread. Although extreme attained accurateness was 39%, it was still able to 

closely forecast the predictable outcome and have coordinated against the company graph. To make our expectation more efficient, it can be done by 

including bulky data sets that have millions of entries and could train the machine more powerfully. Different activities of stocks can lead to diverse 

raises or lows in the forecast price, use these movements to magistrate whether a company should be traded in or not. No training Data can ever be 

stable, hence there are always some unevenness which can be seen in the above data spread, but to still forecast close to a consequence will also lead to 

a good approach if it has greater than 33% accuracy. While, developing a strategy trader should always think to always have nominal imbalance while 

still being above 33%accurate. 

It can also be determined that in a stock market, there is probable that some companies might not be associated at all, and mostly can be associated to 

each other, and can help justice movements of stock accordingly, we can scale affairs and see how much in percentages they are correlated. 

Including gigantic data sets, to increase more effectiveness, and in data set if had nan values in 

tables, because of two simple reasons either a specific company wasn’t opened during that time of year, or the data is not readily obtainable, in both the 

cases replace the null values with 0 , which is somewhat that trader might want to change while developing a trading tactic. 

Furthermore, there can be back testing of the trading strategy, using zip line and utopian a python platform for testing trading strategies and can see 

how well can a model fit into some random data of stock, and can the model from this random data of stock develop relations and correlations, and 

predict on terms of change. 
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